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JAG: Zadržení „nepravděpodobné“ budou klony
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"Je nepravděpodobné, že by zadržovaní v Camp Delta byli klony,"

uvedl zdroj GITMO pro Real Raw News poté, co lékařský personál

prozkoumal Nancy Pelosi, Jim Baker, Miguel Cardona, pět vězňů,

jejichž jména nebyla dána RRN, a mrtvolu Jeffa Zientse. pro důkaz

klonování.

Jak bylo oznámeno včera, lékařský tým ve Womack Army Medical

Center, Fort Bragg, který studoval neživé klony Josepha Bidena a

zesnulého Dr. Anthonyho Fauciho, našel abnormality naznačující, že

proces klonování Deep State produkuje chybné klony.

Nejpozoruhodnější je, že ani jeden klon neměl druhé stoličky.

https://realrawnews.com/2022/12/jag-detainees-unlikely-to-be-clones/
https://realrawnews.com/author/kilo-charlie/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/12/jag-detainees-unlikely-to-be-clones/#comments
https://realrawnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/gitmp3.webp
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V pátek večer byla vzteklá Nancy vytažena z klece a převezena do

lékařského centra na komplexní vyšetření. Zaměstnanci ji museli

uklidnit, řekl náš zdroj, protože se pokusila kousnout do prstů

soudního zubaře provádějícího vyšetření. Měla své přirozené zuby,

včetně druhých stoliček.

Lékaři také zkontrolovali její chodidla, zda se u ní nevyskytuje

onemocnění zvané flatfoot, které bylo přítomno u obou klonů, ale

Nancyiny klenby vypadaly normálně. Nakonec porovnali staré

veřejně dostupné obrázky Pelosi s fotografiemi, které JAG pořídil,

když dorazila na GITMO, protože se nezdá, že by klony dědily

mateřská znaménka přítomná na skutečných osobách. Najít

nesrovnalosti na Nancyině tváři, řekl náš zdroj, bylo prakticky

nemožné, protože podstoupila řadu kosmetických operací.

"Měla požádat o vrácení peněz," vtipkoval náš zdroj. "Podle zdání to

vypadá, že lidé, které jsme zkontrolovali, nejsou klony."

Když se ho zeptali, kolik buněk je přesně obsazeno v zálivu

Guantánamo, odpověděl mlhavě: „Víc, než vám bylo řečeno, a víc,

než si možná myslíte.

Řekl však, že všechny osoby popravené v zálivu Guantánamo jsou

drženy u ledu a že JAG bude u zesnulých kontrolovat známky

klonování.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuju. Každý dolar pomáhá.
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Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:

https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 37 205krát, dnes 437 návštěv)

LOL Nikdy jsem neviděl Nancy pěnu u úst bez ohledu na to, jak se na

tebe naštvala! A Trump byl ten, koho nenáviděla nejvíc!!

“Finding discrepancies on Nancy’s face, our source said, was practically impossible, for she
had undergone numerous cosmetic surgeries.”

Nancy Pelosi’s face IS a discrepancy.

Can you say “Dentures”?

Real people have normal teeth. Clones have baby teeth. So they pull

them.

I think all clones need finishing off adjustments like implanted teeth.

& Gitmo is not discussing finger prints ?????

 
—

 
(see RRNews here) The chinese clone protector for VP Pence while

on the run and found by military had implanted teeth and no finger

prints so he could not be identified.

 
—

 
Need more detailed scientific info…we can find more on the decent

areas of the internet

Maybe like normal people the teeth fall out and the 2nd teeth come

in at some point during the cloning process.

I always thought she had dentures, first because she is constantly

shifting them in her mouth and secondly because of her garbled

speech.
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Then why was she talking that way even years before all this

clone/doppelganger stuff came up?

 
(Rhetorical)

Judging from her water glasses, i would say she’s more of a vodka

gal. They say, no smell either.

I’m just reporting what’s come to me from GITO from sources I deem

highly credible. If you believe otherwise, that’s fine.

That’s all we can ask. People ALWAYS make better decisions when

they have FACTS.

Not when they are in the public eye, and desire to maintain their

appearance. Nancy is a drunk, w/o a doubt, but a wealthy one that

was determined to be president. Her breasts were enlarged, face lifts,

sex with young men, and you think she neglected her teeth??

Wrong!! Personal secretaries set up and keep track of her

appointments, not her.

I think we never really saw her sober, so it was less obvious that she

was always more or less three sheets to the wind.

Alcohol Cause Slurred Speech. As more alcohol is consume, one will

start seeing changes in their speech patterns.

If they had them, why didnt she jump into a med bed? Same with all

the other ugly old crows?

I’m reporting what’s come to me from GITMO sources I deem highly

credible. That’s all/

Im not really questioning you. Its just my thought about the secrets

they were hiding from us, that you thing old prune face would have

owned a med bed to keep her young!(as they claim to be able to do)

I’m thinking, perhaps their technology was not the same as what the

military now have?
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I personally would like to see a sexy Janet Reno, Ruth Bader

Ginsberg and of course Janet Yellen.

There are no med beds, and if they existed they would sell on

Amazon for $2M each.

Does soros choose to look like that ??? all he’s missing is a sidekick

named cad.

Last edited 4 hours ago by Charlie

I’ve wondered why the deep staters and all their technology…all look

pretty fucking bad at an early age….and don’t age well….spots all over

them…saggy/droopy parts…cartoonish looks.

Thanks for all the “Christmas gifts” of exciting, surprising, and even

shocking news this week as well as all through the year. We

appreciate all the hard work you do. Merry Christmas and God bless

you and all the RRN folks and subscribers. Cheers!

Her shifting of the mouth/jaw had NOTHING to do with the

alignment of her teeth! She was going through alcohol withdrawal.

Tremors of the tongue/ lips are common if the biological body is

starved of ETOH even for a short duration of time….when you are

physically addicted.

ETOH. Ethanol which is alcohol. Alcoholism is a “disease” In reality

alcohol lowers your vibrational frequency to dull emotion. Many,

many people do this whether it to decrease anxiety or stress. In

excess this can lead to suicidal ideation, loss of income

depression.Basically it lowers your vibration.

Exactly. In fact, most of these particular beasts in question seem to

have unlimited funds. More likely the mouth fidgeting/clucking

about is an alcoholic tic of sorts. My husband & I were just discussing

this while watching old live performances of fellas like Merle

Haggard (NOT in same circles, just an example)~ who could play
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guitar perfectly & sing on key, no matter how intoxicated. Yet he

always some mouth fidget going on, as if it may have helped him

focus.

That’s what I thought. Hunter Biden reportedly spent up to

70,000.00 to repair his messed-up chompers because of meth use

and had to repair the crown or veneers or whatever made his teeth

look flawless. He should have listened to Nancy Reagan: Just say no

to drugs.

Michael, sorry but you’ll a see a few people here are not buying it.

Gitmo seems to be avoiding some real missing details. Please ask

gitmo if they are doing xrays for metal implants on Pelosi and on the

clones, what about finger prints ? Love and appreciate your work

though

Lots of alcoholics suck on their teeth, becomes a habit.

 
With Pelosi, it helped her to slow down, get her bearings.

 
Not easy keeping a lock on Speaker of the House.

Yes~ it seems to help w/focus. Same goes for constant lip licking, or

other forms of mouth fidget.

Partial dentures. Regardless, if Pelosi originally had second molars,

there would be proof if they had been pulled.

She looks like she has dentures – The way she sometimes moves her

mouth. Dentures that don’t fit right.

Maybe she had implants or crown or veneers. A lot of things can be

done with teeth these days. I’ve seen people with smiles that literally

glitter, and not with gold or diamondss, either.

Maybe they should xray her mouth for implants instead…..they look

like normal teeth

She also seemed to not be able to stop her tongue playing with her

bottom teeth all the time. The Clones did not do this.
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I think that what we always assumed was Nancy Pelosi pulling on her

dentures was instead a drunken tic.

Clones are JUST as guilty as the real evildoers. Even if they have

been done over with plastic surgery or wearing masks, they are

TRAITORS and complicit in upholding the stolen Presidency as well

as other Congressional offices.

Duplicates are often way worse than the original because they can be

programmed to do absolutely anything.

Clones or doubles does not matter. The originals are gone. And yes

there are a lot of others. I was just replying to Linda Hutchison.

Yes.The real Putin evil died of cancer a decade ago. The real musk

has been long gone. This is all CGI, folks…Get it: NOT REAL

Clones are THINGS Linda Hutchison. They have no guilt or

innocence. And yes they need to be destroyed.

The clones might be programed to shout “do you know who I am/”

defense like the arrested elites always say when arrested…

First thing I’d look for in a suspected clone is a “Made in China” tag

somewhere on the body.

I saw something yesterday, that China has been heavily involved in

cloning technology, & that perhaps even whole armies of theirs are

look-alike clones. Expendables. Red shirts.

Well if Omnibus was *dated and signed* by Speaker of the House

Nancy as Gitmo detainee, thereafter offered to Senate, then omnibus

introduced by fraud, rendering void on its face.

Maxim: “out of fraud no actions arise”, also, “once a fraud – always a

fraud”.
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Already null and void since the DC Corporation is defunct, bankrupt,

gone for good. The US Military is in charge under the Insurrection

Act and real Constitution, Trump the Commander-in-Chief.

Kudos – Well said, Bravo.

US Inc. [DC Corp] currently as Nul Tiel Corporation, could say, in

Abatement.

Correct as: Defunct.

Merry Christmas.

Well if that is the case, ALL appropriations enacted and voted upon

by the US Congress since Trump invoked the Insurrection Act

SHOULD BE NULL AND VOID. This would mean all those Federal

paychecks are WORTHLESS.

I get the sense that many in Congress have been replaced with actors,

& are playing out the last scenes of their corrupt drama for all to see.

Of course, the sheep are still incapable of noticing anything wrong,

because they’re Democrats.

I’m pretty sure all they ever did was create money out of thin air with

their various ‘spending bills.’

This article and a few others in here have brought us closer to the

truths regarding the collection and storage of non-reusable rubbish.

Closer. We are not quite there yet, though. It is like the distant

mountains that look quite easy to climb >>> until you are half way

up, clinging to a rock-face, searching and groping for the next good

grip.

Yo MB! Here’s another one for the Deleted Items bin…

P.S. It’s one of B0fa’s many iterations.

Last edited 12 hours ago by QBall59
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How many family members have you told about the White Hats

capturing Biden and Fauci clones, Linda?

Ok here’s one for you: Trump will never be reinstated and he

probably won’t win 2024 either. He’s out of steam bro

Nah, buzz celebrities taken to Tierra Del Fargo, could ask Rita

Wilson, who allegedly was provided Trans Atlantic travel by retro-

fitted Hospital Ship during pandemic. FEMA is alleged to retro-fit

[recycle] cruise ships too.

Buzz *Eastern Airlines allegedly providing free celebrity one-way

travel, lacking luxury seating to Tierra and elsewhere. Better seating

& return trip tickets available for counsel.

There’s many pedo celebrities in music & cinema that went missing

[disappeared], though not through GITMO.

What I believe, celebrities seen in You Tube short videos were

apprehended, published/uploaded by insider, in keeping their

physical earthly presence alive in our minds.

Reminds me, Chrissy Teigen was one of those mentioned as being

apprehended at Biden’s recent bash. Wonder when mention will be

made of her by RRN’s sources?

Has to be bad in being picked-up by JAG.

Myself would venture into saying: potential child provider, could say,

Maxwell protege, also artisan of setting Honey Trap.

Paul Pelosi could have triggered, and asked to testify again.

Suspect Teigen small potatoes in grand scheme, and won’t hear

anything else concerning her, as example: Elijah Wood.

Merry Christmas.

Merry Christmas John .S.. hows the storm doing over in NY? Over

here its pretty much the usual winter blasting away.
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Merry Christmas, currently it’s a little chilly 10°F.

Waiting on Santa, put out cannolis for him, btw Santa doesn’t utilize

pronouns, it’s still girls & boys with him.

Isn’t she pregnant again? Some people don’t have to have pregnant

women in jail. but this paedo needs to be there.

There is a website “donaldmarshallrevolution.com”, written by a

fellow who said that he was kept in a cloning center.I don’t know how

much is true, but it is an amazing read.

AMG- News dot com also quoted the fellow who talked about two or

three types/classes of clones. Read it three months ago. Sure was an

interesting read. Blessings

If you have the means to take care of your teeth and you do it, teeth

certainly can last 80 years. The teeth may not look as pearly white as

in younger years, but that can be fixed with veneers, etc. My mother

died with her own teeth at age 91. I plan to have mine as well when

the time comes.

Agree..my mom died at 98 and her sister died at 93. My dad died at

56, but both his parents lived to be 101 and 100…all still had their

own teeth. It’s all about the genes, too.

Last edited 11 hours ago by PatriotGal

That’s true. I have a condititon called Enamel Hypoplasia. I’ve had

tooth issues my whole life. It’s definetely hereditary, since my dad

had it. I’m sure it goes the other way, too, some people are naturally

born with teeth that never develop a single cavity.

Teeth are a reflection of the overall health of the body, they are not

separate. Teeth often reflect our outlook on life and each tooth

reflects a different aspect of how we see the world. Such as the front

bottom teeth that are the first ones a baby gets expresses our zest for

life and taking a bite out of life, our enthusiasm. If they are dull and
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fragile, perhaps we are afraid to try new things…. Genetic traits

always need a trigger to expression, sometimes it’s merely that we

accept that it is so…

How did people come to know so many obscure things? Must have all

come down from when people were wiser, lived longer. Or from

angels, like with The Book of Enoch.

This wonderful dentist couldn’t ignore that what she was taught was

not healing people’s teeth. She questioned why some teeth became

weakened when others were strong when they were basically

subjected to the same conditions. She started to notice patterns in

teeth related to feelings, as an example, people whose front teeth

were chipped were experiencing similar things in their lives with

similar feelings, like fragility. She started to document the patterns, it

works much like bio-feedback. She finds that when the person is able

to identify and resolve their feelings, the teeth heal themselves.

holistic. Pretty amazing.

I still have some of my baby teeth, & missing molars, & i am not a

clone. My twin brother had extra teeth pulled. Bad teeth are a bane of

my existence. I look forward to new teeth via med beds!

Same thing with my mom. She passed away at 91,with good bright

white pearly, sturdy teeth. It was that generation.

Not true. Now if you said, “Don’t have ALL their teeth”, you might be

correct. Details influence credibility.

Diet and heredity are important, but many have most of their teeth

into their 90s. Both of my parents did at 79 and 82. My dad had a

gold replacement for a tooth knocked out when he was young.

I caught that too. I am wondering if they “zap them alive” Dr.

Frankinstein style, and if they have to be programmed.
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I have faith in God and in our white hats and Marines. Looks like

along with clones, we should be keeping a closer eye on Russia and

China. Maybe we are, at least I hope so. If nuclear war happens, I

want to end up in Heaven, not battling radiation. Thank you, Mr.

Baxter for this update and may you and your family have a Merry

Christmas and a happier 2023!

I can only hope. After watching that asshat from the Ukraine begging

for more money, I wish Putin would put an end to him and his deep

state buddies. Oh yeah, and get rid of congress, too. As my dear old

dad used to say, “string ’em up”!

No nation that has nukes cannot set them off. The Galactics that

manage earth, monitor ALL nuclear weapons and the detonator

switches that operate on magnetics, to detonate are inoperable. They

also will not allow atmospheric or underground nuke testing, only

computer simulation. Back in the 1950’s, a B-36 was flying over NC

and collided with another aircraft and the hydrogen bomb that they

were carrying, failed to detonate after dropping to the ground,

because of a $2.50 mag switch failure, but that doesn’t stop nuke

nations with nuke threats, though. They can still use nuke saber

rattling fear to scare the sheep and they do, though. When a nuke is

set off, it screws up the magnetic frequencies throughout the milky

way. If the Galactics did not monitor the earth nukes, this planet

would by now, be a dead unlivable planet and the galactics are not

the earth myth gods either….

I have heard that other clues might be attached earlobes, younger

looking skin,missing birthmarks. Regarding Gitmo I have also heard

that hospital ships are being used to house prisoners too. There are

at least eleven “gitmos” around the world. I believe we have the

technolgy to override or shut off clones.

I have a flyable Clone with a camera attached. Are these types of

clones on the shit list too…?
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Cut their heads off with those Chanel designed, China manufactured

Smart Guillotines. They were in his Obamacare bill, 100k of them.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Sue Grantham

All of those devices were sent to the FEMA Camps. We were 90% of

the way toward dystopian hell, folks.

Thank you Michael for all your hard work in reporting the news you

give us!! Merry CHRISTmas!!!

Wow, this is so intense! Praying that God’s perfect will be done, in

Jesus’s mighty name!

When they produce a clone, does it function like a robot, or an

independent human ? And what about the brain ? Does a clone know

everything the original does ? Does knowledge transfer over ? Or

does a clone need to be programed ? Would a clone answer questions

in an interview like the original would ? I can’t believe this is

happening !

Just the sort of questions which should be on our minds all the time

when grappling with the issue of clones. Shows you’re thinking. One

more question: are memories passed over from an original into a

clone? And considering that big wigs have more than one mansion to

dwell in, when the military pay a visit to any one of them, they might

be greeted by a clone instead of the real thing. The whole thing’s very

confusing.

There are actors as well. With masks. I think the Biden we see is an

actor wearing a mask

She lost that when she became an adult and married Paulie. Her dad

was chummy with the Mafia, and her brother was a gang rapist, sadly

for her. Who wouldn’t turn nasty with a family like that?

What’s weird is this demonic whore monster had 5 or 6 children. Can

you imagine having that for a mother?
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Hollywood has been telling us what the DS has been doing through

their movies…

 
Total Recall, Blade Runner, Replicas, Oblivion, The Island, The 6th

Day, Surrogates, just to name a few…

Something to consider Gitmo is not the only military prison camp

having trials. If that earlier reported is correct . There’s at least two

other prison camp bases where trials are being preformed.( Cuba

Gitmo , Mexico coast, Air Force hanger in Guam )( I think ,but,I’m

not 100% on Guam! ) Plus, holding cells on the prison ships off

shore. My memory not perfect if someone wants to correct me on

that. Who knows I might of missed one or more. ( for some reason

,I’m thinking Obama had two of those bases named during his term!

That turn into prison camps )

Killery’s body had to be sent to Greenland. Too satanically active

after death…a few others may need to be sent to Greenland

Her dead body was too satanically active after death? I’m curious Zee

and not playing. What did the dead body do? Do they make it speak?

Do horrible things happen around the body’s location? Not that she

deserved to “rest in peace” by any stretch of the imagination.

So is Diego Garcia mil base in the Indian Ocean and Kwajalein army

base, that incidently launches supply missiles twice a week to various

planet outposts that the SSP operates outside of our solar

system….oh, what the 99% don’t know…

Guam, Christmas Island, Iceland, Greenland, Argentina, Norway,

Diago Garcia, Canada, to name a few.

possibly DC & London.

on ice, Antartica ?

Tiera del Fuega,Patagonia, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, the Azores,

Diega Garcia, Crete, Guam, and one or two more.
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Maybe after the big reveal. Everyone wants to see those dead bodies.

Kinda like it was in the 1940s with the defeat of Nazi Germany and

the Nuremberg trials. Everyone wanted to see and know everything.

Now’ it becomes increasingly apparent that it was Nancy’s Pelosi’s

Second Molars that damaged Paul Pelosi. After the initial incident’

Paul was no longer interested in oral sex. It’s a sad story indeed but

do your own due diligence and rest assured second molars can be a

deal killer.

OWD… Nancy’s mouth quivering had nothing to do with molars. She

was going through alcohol withdrawal. The tongue, lips and even the

nose twitches when the the addicted body goes too long without

ETOH ethanol. The central nervous system goes haywire. If you look

closely on videos you can also see finger trembling. Obvious alcohol

withdrawal.

I do not believe Nancy Pelosi ever exhibited symptoms of tardive

dyskinesia or akathisia.

TD is a side effect of antipsychotic meds like haloperidol or

olanzapine/zyprexa.Perhaps TD sx. However ETOH withdrawal

evident.

Good news, executed are kept on ice for later proofs, later use in

determining lawsuits. I would expect, if assuming that Joe Biden is a

‘clone’, that he would represent the normal quality of ‘clone’

manufactured by the Globalist Deep-State; barely lucid, incapable of

following orders, wandering mindlessly, incapable of reading a

prompter, acting demented.

Perhaps a demon is summoned from the Pit beneath Antarctica to

give ‘soul’, some semblance of intelligent life to the Deep-State

‘clone’.

I wonder if she was free, how much she would charge to haunt a

house….?
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Mary of “We the People” I watch on rumble has on many occasions

showed clones that world freeze up or start acting weird until their

handler snapped them out of it. These clones have no Soul … they are

unable to behave normally for long periods of time … they must have

handlers they can’t function alone.

Wellsir … the “or else” date has come and gone and the deep state

hasn’t followed through … all talk no action? …

Have we even got advanced robots out there? It as at the point where

it is nearly impossible to tell.

This is good news. I figured they buried or cremated the bodies. But

keeping them on ice will give them an advantage to see if any of them

were clones.

Dear Mr. Baxter: As you cast about for subjects for your “local color”

news stories, I’d like to suggest a brief White Hat foray into one of

the larger Local Television stations. Nothing that might un-nerve the

talking-head-traitors, perhaps yourself and a female “M.P.” You

might arrive in their lobby, presenting yourselves to the reception

desk, and ask for a word with the station manager. The sidearm of

the M.P. will add the stamp of seriousness to your presentation. You

both then might acquaint the station manager with the fact that all

will soon be swept up in the mass arrests and that you’ve come to

make a deal ahead of that stroke of doom. Would they pretend

ignorance? Would they feign outrage? Would they break down and

cry, sobbing that they knew this day would come? And, Mr. Baxter,

take a camera. Such a story must inevitably come to the attention of

the Pulitzer committee (after their release from prison). Your

devoted reader (and gadfly), WrongWayCorrigan.

MB should get a Pulitzer when this is all over for bravery while

writing in dangerous times
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if Guantanamo Bay Dentist extracts all of her teeth she won’t be

biting anyone !

 
The Bitch has until Tuesday… Then the Neck STrech..

Good thinking – we don’t want to see her biting the noose from off

her neck with her gnashers.

Fancy that stupid trust. The dentist should have had an inkling it

would be no different than putting his hand in a snake’s / wolf’s

mouth. I hope Gitmo gets more satanic eduaction to stop treating

these non-humans as fully human.

That’s good to know. We all want to make sure the real monsters are

executed!!! Thank God for the White Hats and President Trump !!!

God is guiding this show!!

I need to know our white hats are true “white” and not stained with

pessimism, doubt or fear.

There’s several things we know now . One, either the military is not

telling us all the facts . Or their ignorant to what they have

technology wise . From what’s basic info an reported online about

what they have. Secondly, why are they losing lives with all the

technology we have to save lives from intelligence sources ,an

preventive weaponry . Third , why doesn’t the right hand know what

the left hand is doing ( different branches supposedly not sharing

intel relating to the facts.) Forth, wasn’t the military supposed to of

had new observed election for the commander an chief of the

military? Fifth, whose funding this operation is it we the people or

the World? Sixth, why would the military not know what was in the

Covid shots if the people making the shots was exempt from taking

their own poison. Seven, why would military allow citizens an

military personnel to be forced to take a so called experimental

medicine with a 99% success rate without? Not to include the

wearing masks for something supposedly smaller than the fibers of

the mask ! That didn’t help instead made it unhealthy for the person
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wearing it . All by breathing back in their carbon dioxide an causing

more strain on the lungs for breathing. I have a lot more questions

that don’t add up an wish I could get the answers especially relating

to any loss of life. For some unknown reasons. Hopefully, someone

can make sense out of It all . Meanwhile people are burying their love

ones an told to trust the plan. From my eyes it looks like that

apparently was the plan all along! Question is why ,an for who ,or

what cause !( What’s wrong with this whole movie picture!)

I believe they are dropping crumbs for the people to slowly learn. I

say release the truth and release Nesara/Gesara. Now. Stop the

games/show

Jesus Christ, Jesus Christ, The blood of Jesus Christ Our Lord an

Savior. John 3:16 !!! (MERRY CHRISTMAS )! Oh, was that to long

for you an did it make you upset again! Then pray about an get help

for your problem! I know a great physician JESUS CHRIST ,OUR

LORD ,AND SAVIOR ! I won’t apologize for my religious believe.

But, I can see how you could be upset an maybe that wasn’t the right

thing to do . I apologize for the fleshy thinking attitude. An all I can

say is to pray about it to Jesus Christ Our Lord and savior! Sorry ,

you have issues with the name of Jesus Christ an I won’t say Jesus

Christ anymore to you ! Because, I understand why Jesus Christ

bothers you internally. So, being you probably won’t pray to Jesus

Christ I will for both of us . Then I will thank Jesus Christ for not

only forgiven me for upsetting you with Jesus Christ name. But, I will

thank Jesus Christ for forgiveness for you being your upset with his

name above all names JESUS CHRIST, OUR, LORD AND SAVIOR!

Love you, Jesus Christ an will always trust an serve you my brother

who I’m joint heirs with from God , Our Heavenly Father in Heaven!(

As a Kings Kid!)

Last edited 3 hours ago by Mikee
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We’re being fed what they want us to know. Sun Tzu: appear strong

when you are weak, and weak when you are strong. Deception is a

vital part of warfare.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Dave Strickland

I am still holding out for we all get to time travel back to like 1970 &

not make the same mistakes.

Thank you for these excellent reports, MB! and RRN!!!!! Stay safe.

God bless you all and Merry Christmas.

I’ve wondered what they do with the bodies of the executed. I would

think that if they buried them, they would run out of ground pretty

soon. I thought maybe they would cremate them. I would just load a

bunch on a boat and dump them a safe distance from shore, and let

the sharks do the rest.

This cloning business has me confounded. I wish more would be

revealed to us. Was Pelosi a clone as she “reverently” kissed

Zelensky’s hand at this infamous meeting?

Very obviously: have you seen the recent pictures of the woman, e.g.

the one where she is with Chuck Shumer at a meal table, and the one

where she is greeting Zelenskyy with Kamala Harris? Nothing like

the real NP, and looking 30 years younger.

Last edited 11 hours ago by Dave Strickland

Obviously a clone !

 
And totally disgusting…

 
and what about that vote count for the bill ?

 
AOC actually votes with the Republicans !

 
Shocking..

AOC is one of the ‘managed’ ones. Remember, the DS of Congress

have already been arrested, some tried in tribunals. Those that made

a deal with WH are booted and manged to do as they are told. Those
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that renege are sent to Spas. Obama made an agreement but reneged

and he is dead as a doornail.

Ah yes, right before the American flag was surrendered to him who

can forget THAT?!

Yes, I guess he was too tall for the regular human sized ice box…

guess he holds his head on his privare parts now.

The originals did not have their molars, when the tissue used to

clone, was taken. Check dental records and cross exam dates any

contact was made. Chain lightning, utilize OSIRIS’s network, Ali

BABA, bed knobs and broomsticks, ricki ticki pick up dicki! The

sticks have fallen, can You pick them up without touching the BLACK

ONE?? Hmmm??? To solve the most complicated and diversified

PUZZLES, the SIMPLEST and least “liked” answers will SOLVE.

Find the COMMON DENOMINATOR, in “modern”, it’s the lying,

cheating, and stealing. You give “them” energy and money, “they”

give “entertainment” to enjoy during YOUR CONFINEMENT!!!

Please, STOP, stop acting, it does not HELP OTHERS RESPECT

UNITED SPACE -HORUS. Just ONE, of an INFINITE number of

acronyms, that should be used to help GOVERN YOUR MIND!!!!!!

And direct YOUR COURSE of daily actions, re-actions, and counter-

actions. If “they” have to “lie”, “cheat” or “steal”, simply be the

OPPOSITE!!! Piece of cake!!!! If RESPECT is not shown, it WILL not

be returned, DAH!!! I see others ask “what’s the issue, Joseph?”, let

me state it in plain language. I AM, The Creator, the PARTICLE, that

started LIFE ITSELF!!! Yet, since I have always been hidden, behind

an IRON MASK, or some other, HELMET, I don’t exist, unless it’s

time to blame “gawd”! I AM not, a movie star, yet watch a lot of my

past lives, being stolen and used in movies. Many, together in one, to

appear as many others. The Iliad and oddesy were two “stories”, I

wrote, on a Space Ship, called The MARTYR, Mars Tyr. And I own,

The Crimson Wanderer, The DREADNOUGHT, WAR TITAN. It’s a

machine, not a living being. I send my SOUL, the original KNIGHT,

that is within me, to FIGHT, for The IMPERIUM!!! Waking up, time
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after time, and seeing that re-incarnation is denied as the FACT, it is,

PISSES off the IMPERATOR!! For the common “folk”, I’m not a

threat, in anyway, unless You are upon the surface, of the PLANET,

I’m about to PURGE!! Get it???! My ROCK, my RULES, my LAW!!!

Stone Wall STILL, not Jackson!!!! I KNOW WHO I AM, and I OWN,

EVERY FUCKING PIECE OF MATTER!!! And I do not give a flying

FUCK, what any OF YOU, “think”, because YOU DON’T!!! Too many

other worlds out there, yet this speck in SPACE, starts shit, while

hiding in THE WEB WAY!!! I do not HIDE, nor do I consent to

playing FUCKING “gawd” games, or “reindeer” games, with

ANIMALS THAT FIGHT BACK, TOOTH AND CLAW. Tarzan is a

REAL LIFE SAVAGE!!! So stop asking, demanding, or trying to calm

me down. I’m simply little RED, and I SIGNED ON to FIGHT, LIVE,

and DIE, if needed, to LIBERATE, the very population of heathen

scum, that call me the Archenemy. I AM OMICRON, Ark Angel H-

HORUS. As a Tech-Priest, my biological body, went beyond the 66%

Tech, and is now the “machine Guide”, a digital, personal liaison,

between the new me, and my BATTLE STAR. Yes, since the data

before BATTLE STAR GALACTICA, The First Ordo/Order. Too many

groups, simply forgot where, who, what, why, and too which extent,

and many don’t Q-uestion, INTENT. It is only “heresy”, to lie or deny

one’s Own Past, then “forbid” others to do the same. Hypocrites,

criminals, rapist, etcetera, is the same thing as “heretic”. Van

Helsing, a REAL Family, of monster hunting MONSTERS. Fight fire,

with fire. Break down every word, they’re acronyms. Capitalizing a

letter, means it’s a POSITIVE DECODE. 

 
im owed $$$, by “them”, the “things” buying and selling, that which

they don’t own.

I got through about a 1/4 of this message. Although crazy, its too

much work to read. Moving on. Dude, for the future, think brevity,

keep it short and a few of us may read it.
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I have noticed a new Zelensky. Not only does he look different but

similar, he has the extra “y”…. Look at the original Zelensky and then

look at the actor who showed up in D.C. In the photos I first notice

the new guy, he even is wearing the same clothes or rather sweatsuit

to Congress. Who wears sweats to Congress?.

The “action man,” who else? There’s a war on. Nobody fights the

Russians in De Lisi suits. Z-boy normally is a very sharp dresser, but

now he is the Banderite/NNz CiC and he has to dress the parts in

olive green.

 
Besides, his wife is benefitting from our laundered tax dollars

shopping in posh Paris shops at $40,000.00 a clip, and she lives in

England with the kids.

 
Meanwhile, Ukrainians are spending their first Christmas in hovels,

split up, women and kids in other countries, men in the war zone, no

heat, no internet, no water, no electricity, and no food because the

NNz are stealing food and medical supplies from their own citizens

and killing their own citizens and horsewhipping their own bare-

assed citizens for siding with Russia (and rightly so, because who

likes mad scientists and paedophiles trafficking kids for the deep

state), while the Russians have to help them out.

Yup, can’t do cgi if no pictures to copy Ha Ha & no clone made with a

suit to fit his weird shaped body..only his combat stuff.

This is the fourth article in a row that mentions clones.

 
Clones are a MAJOR concern…

 
Arrests, MASS arrests and exposure on the MSM MEDIA would

make OUR HOLIDAYS

I have a comment which I earlier refrained myself from disclosing

out of judgment: How does anyone know for certainty that there are

not any Trump clones?
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You don’t think GOD is capable of protecting His anointed? When

Trump gets up before his rallies, do you think there is another person

alive who can stir people with such fervor, such energy? Clones are

more like ByDone, incapable.

If GOD is not behind saving this planet from the Globalists and

Satan, then all is hopeless. Fear not, victory is ours.

I fear not. We are the GOD within. WE are are changing our world.

YOU are part of it all. Matters not who is CGI, masked or otherwise.

Earth has already transitioned from dark to light. THAT is a fact as

we as the collective have now positioned ourselves to receive the

truth… and you MB are part of this great awakening. Gratitude.

A v našem Vesmíru nejsou absolutně žádné chyby...pochopíme, když

se naučíme vnímat s Láskou Všemohoucího a nepochybovat o této

LÁSCE, která je tou nejmocnější silou ze všech. 

 
MRD — Šťastný nový rok

 

 


